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The Advisory Board 

Chief Executive’s Office, Kilwinning 

Thursday 21 September 2017 at 09:30 

 
Present: 
  

 

Richard Dennis (RD) The Accountant in Bankruptcy and  
Agency Chief Executive (Chair) 

Yvonne MacDermid (YM) Non-executive Board Member 
Laurie Manson (LM) Non-executive Board Member 
Mike Norris (MN) Non-executive Board Member 
Bryan Jackson (BJ) Non-executive Board Member 
  
In attendance:  

Amanda Dowse (AD) Head of Finance 
Lisa Shaw (LS) Head of Governance 
Stuart Riddell (SR) Secretary 
Jim Campbell (JC) Observer – AiB Provider Contracts 
Caitlin Docherty (CD) Observer – AiB Executive Support 
  
Apologies:  
  
John Cook (JC) Executive Director of Case Operations 
 
 
Welcome, introduction, apologies, acceptance of previous minutes and matters 
arising from previous minutes 
 
1. The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were noted from 
John Cook. Both previous action points had been completed. The HR and IiP reports 
were included as supporting documents and the AiB Times distribution to members 
had been commenced. 
 
2. The previous minutes were agreed with one minor correction.   

 
Declaration of any Conflict of Interest 
 
3. MN informed his wife was new Director of Policy at the UK Insolvency Service 
but there was no perceived conflict. MN noted his generic interest as a creditor but 
again did not note any direct conflict. YM noted her standing interest as CE of Money 
Advice Scotland who receive funding from AiB.  
  
Chief Executive Update 
 
4. RD informed that case numbers had increased. Although current quarter 
figures were lower than the previous, overall the forecast increase across all products 
for the year was around 15%. PTD figures were increasing slowest with bankruptcy 
and DAS volumes showing faster recent growth. The total live case load was down to 
around 51,000 capturing all products. Current volumes were manageable. 
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5. RD told the Board that the new DAS IT system development had been signed 
off with a fixed cost of just over £1m. The new case management system is expected 
to go live in 2019. RD advised that the system would allow for the options previously 
discussed around payment distribution, including allowing AiB to become the 
payments distributer of last resort, should that approach be taken forward. The Board 
discussed the takeover of Carrington Dean by Creditfix, meaning Creditfix is now a 
payments distributer. BJ asked if AiB being a payments distributer would require 
more staff. RD informed he expected AiB to have sufficient staff capacity to cope. BJ 
felt this could be a good staff development opportunity. 
 
6. RD gave a general update on the budget position. He informed there had 
been no further progress on the fees order, and it now seemed likely to be December 
before the Agency would know next year’s budget allocation from the Scottish 
Government. YM asked if AiB becoming a DAS payments distributer would be 
supported by Ministers as it would potentially bring income, and RD agreed it likely 
would given that initial soundings suggested stakeholders were attracted to doing 
their own distribution with AiB as payments distributer of last resort. 
 
7. RD updated the Board on policy consultations. Analysis of the diligence 
consultation had identified a number of potential minor reforms. Responses to the 
DAS consultation had been mixed by sector. Responses on the surplus income 
question had received contrasting responses from creditor and money advice 
sectors. RD further informed of ongoing discussions with ministers on addressing the 
responses to the PTD consultation. There followed general discussion about the trust 
deed sector. RD noted that more new cases were being seen with low debt, low 
equity and resultant reduced dividends. He added that the full impact of the 2013 
legislative changes would not be seen until next year. The Board discussed concerns 
over the reducing numbers of new insolvency practitioners in Scotland. BJ 
questioned whether this may be due to declining case volumes. MN suggested a  
discussion could be held around the benefits of consolidation in the sector with a 
view to retention of expertise in the sector and benefit to creditors in recovering 
monies owed. BJ felt this may not fully address the issues where poorer practice 
existed. YM expressed concern over the potential creation of monopolies in the 
market which would negatively impact the consumer. 
 
8. RD provided the Board a brief update on the recent International Association 
of Insolvency Practitioners (IAIR) conference in London. He reported that regulators 
from the nations represented reported broadly similar concerns, with useful 
discussion around different approaches to the setting of debtor contributions.  
 
Future Board Arrangements 
 
9. RD noted the meeting as being the first since the resignation of non-executive 
board member Kate Dunlop. As such he sought for a replacement chairperson for the 
Audit and Risk Committee. Laurie Manson agreed to take on the role. 
 
Q4 Financial Monitoring Report TAB(17-18)06 
 
10. AD introduced the report covering YTD until the end of August noting the 
Agency was in a good position. She said there had been a small YTD underspend, 
application income had been lower than budget and RPPs were better than 
expected. LM asked when the changes would be seen from the commencement of 
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the new providers contract versus the old contract. AD said that the new contract had 
started on 1 July, so changes would show more in the second half of the year.  
 
11. AD continued that operational expenditure was £105k over budget but that 
there had been a £38k underspend for other case outlays. She noted that there were 
general variances across other budget lines. Capital spend to date was £265k on IT 
against a budget of £1.3m. Sequestrated funds had reduced by £0.9m while 
consigned funds had increased by £0.8m. LM asked if there had been any impact 
from the £1.6m consigned funds transferred to the SG, as discussed at the Audit 
Committee meeting on 2 August. AD informed there had been no impact.  
 
12. AD informed that aged debt had increased, with the majority within the 31-90 
days categories. YM asked if after the takeover of Carrington Dean by Creditfix, if we 
could still pursue the debt from Carrington Dean. AD said this could still be done. YM 
noted concern that this takeover would result in a single firm holding the majority of 
aged debt. AD said that historically, Creditfix paid their debt within a 90 day period – 
although it was far from ideal, accounts were at least regularly settled. She informed 
that extra resource would be added in the short-term to pursue aged debt as this had 
proved successful on previous occasions.  
 
13. MN noted that the majority of older aged debt (in excess of 90 days) tended to 
apply to smaller companies. Although these debts were of relatively low value, they 
did pose a high risk. AD informed that these companies had been approached but 
that there were ongoing issues in recovering monies. BJ recommended issuing 
statutory demands, believing taking a strong message would have a positive effect 
for other firms  across the sector. YM agreed that a stronger message needed to be 
sent. BJ suggested the alternative to this was examining AiB’s internal policies, but 
this would likely have less effect.  
Agency Quarterly Report and Performance Dashboard TAB(17-18)07a,07b 
 
14. LS introduced the quarterly performance report on business objectives and 
supporting activities, inviting questions from the Board. MN asked what the 
continuous improvement event in the contract management objective was. LS 
informed this related to process improvement through information sharing and 
relationship building with providers. It also involved ensuring shared contract 
services, such as the legal services contract, were being used appropriately and to 
best effect. MN then asked about GDPR and whether AiB would need to employ a 
data protection officer. RD replied that it was not yet known if AiB would fall under the 
SG umbrella or whether they would have to perform this function internally. He 
informed there was sufficient expertise within AiB to cover the role if need be.    
 
Q1 Corporate Risk Register TAB(17-18)08 
 
15. YM asked if the wider Scottish Government review of advice services raised 
issues for the Agency. RD gave a brief synopsis of the current state of play, including 
those arising from the replacement of the Money Advice Service and funding for debt 
advice within its budget being devolved.  
 
16. LS noted there was nothing specific she needed to bring to the Board’s 
attention on the issues covered by the risk register. Some risks had decreased 
following the completion of the providers contract procurement exercise.  
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Annual Report and Accounts TAB(17-18)09 
 
17. RD said that most external interest following the publication of the report had 
been around the statistical annex, particularly on PTD failure rates. He  invited 
general comment on the Annual Report and Accounts. MN asked why the PTD KPI 
time target had been achieved by such a large margin. RD said that this had been 
the first year of new KPIs, and this partly reflected a cautionary approach in setting 
the target. YM noted the missed sickness target performance indicator could be 
perhaps misleading as the progress said the figure was improving. LS noted that the 
presentation in the report reflected comments from the new auditors, but that it was 
already planned that presentation of these measures would be reviewed for the 
following year’s report. 
 
18. MN asked if more detail could be provided on the statistical content for DAS 
variations. YM agreed that bulleted information on variations could be supported by 
more numeric data. It was agreed this content would also be reviewed for 
the 2017-18 report. 
 
HR Report TAB(17-18)10 
 
19. LS introduced the report and drew attention to the sick absence figure having 
increased to 9.6 average working days at end July 2017. She informed this figure 
was somewhat skewed due to a small number of long-term absences against a 
decreasing FTE headcount in the office. She informed that stress was listed as the 
number one cause of absence but that this was not known to be work related. 
General discussion was held by the Board on internal process including quality of 
return to work conversations. LM asked if there was any operational impact from the 
sickness absences. LS informed that resources were being allocated as necessary to 
address any priority business needs. On the matter of sick leave, MN raised the 
Investors in People criteria noting difficult conversations to be one of the criteria and 
dealing with perceptions of staff perhaps thinking action was not being taken or was 
ineffective. LS informed that AiB managers were well trained and that a recent 
advanced coaching course had been well attended. YM asked why there were no 16-
19 year olds employed and if there were any plans to recruit modern apprentices. LS 
informed that AiB had employed a number of young workers over the summer but 
these had been short-term contracts, and the option to recruit further modern 
apprentices would be considered for any vacancy.  
 
AOB, Thanks and Actions 
 
20. There were six additional papers for discussion by exception. There was brief 
discussion on the forthcoming staff survey. It was noted that the SG pay award 
update had been delayed until November and that this was expected to have a 
negative impact on the October staff survey. Further discussion was held on staff 
forums for discussing issues, including the staff suggestions option.  
  
21. LM commented that the stakeholder events evaluation outcomes report was 
both fulsome and informative. MN commented on the fact that consideration was to 
be given to holding a separate forum for creditors but was not sure if this was the 
best solution for engaging with the sector. 
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22. On the learning and development report, MN commented that 63% of training 
was being completed by e-learning. He asked how staff made time for this learning. 
LS answered that staff could plan time to complete e-learning at their desks and that 
there was a separate learning room which offered a quieter space to concentrate on 
training modules. LM asked how the effectiveness of e-learning was measured or 
whether the SG evaluated. LS informed all mandatory e-learning had end of learning 
tests that required satisfactory completion by all staff.   
 
Key messages 
 
23. Thanks were given to Amanda Dowse and Stuart Riddell along with supporting 
staff for the work put into and final outcome of the Annual Report and Accounts. 
 
24. The Board commended AiB’s results in the Investors in People assessment. 
 
Action: There were no specific actions recorded  
 
 
The date of the next meeting is 8th November 2017 
 
Stuart Riddell 
Secretary  
21 September 2017 


